Steady-state population of 7 lowest excited erbium levels in LiYiErF4 (YLF:Er3) ( -÷ '15/2 (0.41 rim) were recorded. The energy-transfer mechanisms were determined, and the predominant mechanisms responsible for upconversion excitation were elucidated. Microparameters of energy transfer and concentration dependencies of the selfquenching rates and non-linear coupling were obtained on the basis of theoretical and experimental estimates of the rates of intra-and intercenter relaxation processes (migration, selfquenching, and upconversion) allowing for statistics of coupling between the impurity centers in the system. The steady-state dependencies of population on the erbium concentration and pumping power density were calculated within the framework of rate balance equations. Good agreement between the theory and experimental data was obtained.
INTRODUCTION
Crystals doped with rare-earth ions in high concentrations are well-known active media with high gain coefficient promising for development of miniature lasers for different practical applications. Recently, it was a great interest to laser-diode pumped compact solid-state lasers emitting in a wide spectral range from JR to VIS. Possibility for a considerable increase in laser efficiency under upconversion pumping has been demonstrated.
Possibility for obtaining the inverse population of working levels of laser transitions strongly depends on macrorates of the interiomc coupling processes since these processes define the working levels ' population. Effect of the interionic coupling sharply increases with dopant concentration.
This work continues series of recent studies14 of YLF: Er crystals upon JR LD cw pumping aimed at analytical description of the system involving excited states emitting in the JR and VJS spectral ranges. In our previous works we reported studies on the population of the levels emitting in the 3 rim, red, and green spectral regions. Present study considers also the upconversion processes between the exited levels including high-energy 2G912 (2H912) and 4G1112 erbium levels.
Correspondence: AM. Tkachuk (Fig. 1) .
The following system of rate balance equations for normalized level populations was considered: n0+n1+n,+n3+n4+n5+n6+n71 T=300°K.
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Pump Power Density, W/cm2 Pulse laser action on the transitions originating from the 2G912 (2H912) and the 1/2 levels in YLF:Er3 crystals may be realised at room temperature with upconversion pumping by JR short pulse. At low temperature (40°K) upconversion cw laser action at 560.6 nm (transition 2H912 -+ I13/2) was observed in under JR pumping by Ti-sapphire laser.6
